Students

How is ASU an “inclusive” university?

- ASU will seek to accept and enroll all qualified students

- ASU will use its four anchor campuses to provide capacity for a growing enrollment demand

- ASU will continue to increase its distance learning capabilities to support those students unable to enroll in a traditional campus program
ASU Undergraduate Admissions Philosophy:

• Inclusive rather than exclusive

• Focus on outcomes vs. inputs

• Continue to admit most students in the top half of the high school graduating class, under the following assumptions:
  – Tuition levels will generate revenues robust enough to maintain quality
  – Continuous and dependable funding for enrollment growth
  – Funds available to expand the physical facilities to accommodate growth
Model for ASU Undergraduate Admissions

Four Campuses — 138 Academic Programs

- **Very highly selective**: e.g., Barrett College, some engineering programs, some business programs

- **Highly selective**: e.g., physics, mathematics

- **Selective**: e.g., technology, some business programs, plus 100+ additional programs